
 
 

 

PEOPLE POWER-LESS! 
By Gareth Seward (Facebook, Twitter) 

 
Energy prices are soaring because of greedy corporations. Or so 
the government, the media and the perpetually morally 
outraged social media mob would have you believe. It's a very 
easy and convenient bandwagon to jump on, as it requires no 
basic critical thought or economic understanding, and you can 
simply just be spoon-fed the approved opinion that you're 
supposed to have. 
 
However, it's mostly a load of rubbish. All corporations seek to 
maximize profits, yes that much is true. In fact, in many instances 
they're legally obliged to do so (within the parameters and 
boundaries of the law, obviously), as it is their duty towards 
shareholders who have invested their own capital into the 
business. Investments without which there may well be no 
business at all. In spite of such profit-driven motives though, the 
majority of blame for the current "energy crisis" sits largely on 
the shoulders of government. 
 
The state's intervention and meddling has, yet again, resulted in 
market distortions that hurt the consumer the most – and the 
media are quick to point the finger elsewhere towards that 
favourite scapegoat called capitalism. "Corporate greed" seems 
to be the favourite phrase of the moment for the typically 
uninformed and economically illiterate social media justice 
brigade, and it is easy to exploit such uninspired banality to help 
deflect the blame away from their beloved state. Rocketing 
energy prices are the result of a cocktail of ingredients that have 
been stirred by the grubby little fingers of the government. 
 

Taxation is an obvious one and an easy place to start for the novice realist. The government's obsession 
with "net zero" has seen green taxes and levies on energy companies heavily increase. And you don't 
need to be a genius to figure out that the increased cost to a business will get passed on to its 
customers. Ultimately it is the consumer who will be carrying the burden of all the extra green taxation. 
 
For example, twenty-five per cent of your electricity bill alone is made up of such "green" levies. For 
every megawatt hour of electricity sold, suppliers are forced to buy Renewable Obligation Certificates 
(ROCs). This is essentially a tax that is used to force consumers to subsidise renewable energy at a cost 
of £6.3 billion a year, a significant chunk of which goes towards paying "constraint" payments to wind 
and solar energy farms to limit their production because they generate "too much". 
 
These renewable energy plants are also guaranteed a minimum price for the electricity they generate. 
If the market price dips below this minimum "strike" price, the Low Carbon Contracts Company (a public 
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body) subsidises the difference. Or more 
accurately, you the consumer subsidise the 
difference by paying higher energy bills to 
cover the energy suppliers' taxes, to cover such 
subsidies to the renewable energy companies 
– who are subsequently paid NOT to produce. 
Nobody said this made any sense… 
 
Add to the mix the Climate Change Levy, the 
Green Gas Levy, and a bunch of other 
government "green" schemes, then the 
average consumer pays almost an extra £200 a 
year on energy bills, costs that are being 
passed on from the energy firms. It is also worth 
noting that North Sea oil production is subject 
to the highest corporate taxes in the United 
Kingdom. Again, the tab for that will be picked 
up by the final link in the chain; the consumer. 
 
Also, energy production is an expensive process. It requires a lot of investment. However, the foolish 
and short-sighted war on fossil fuels by global governments has seen investment in them diminish. In 
an industry the government is trying to eradicate from existence, strangely investors are not too keen 
to risk too much of their money. I mean, who could have ever seen that one coming? Still, less 
investment means less production, which subsequently means supply becomes scarce. Now, if 
supplies are low but there is still a demand, you don't need to read Economics 101 to understand this 
is going to drive wholesale prices up higher. If wholesale prices are increasing, again the energy 
suppliers are going to pass that cost on to the consumer. 
 
Let us not forget either that governments around the world had an alarmingly hysterical over-reaction 
to COVID-19 which resulted in the tyrannical overreach into our lives and businesses. The lockdowns 
and restrictions imposed by the government also impeded and delayed energy production, making a 
scarce supply even more scarce. A double whammy by the state – why screw something up just one 
way when you can do it in two? Other factors that limit supply, as well as market competition, are 
restrictions on domestic gas production and tariffs on imports. This will put upwards pressure on prices, 
and who is responsible for these factors? It's the government again. 
 

Speaking of market competition, let's look at how that has factored 
in too. The price caps imposed by the state have led to a loss of 
competition and investment. From seventy energy companies just 
a few years ago, we are now down to barely twenty. Due to 
wholesale energy prices increasing (a result of the aforementioned 
government meddling) and a cap on prices, many smaller suppliers 
have struggled and have subsequently gone out of business. Now, 
what happens in any industry where there is a demand for the 
product yet little market competition? Prices become less 
competitive. 
 
So, government green policies, taxes, COVID restrictions and price 
controls have all heavily contributed to those painful energy prices 
we are facing right now. The consequences of government 
intervention have seen supplies, investment and competition 
diminish and an increase in operating costs all lead to much higher 
energy bills. Let us acknowledge that, more than just the simpleton 
"corporate greed" catchphrase. But what else? Oh yes, inflation. 
 
Years of poor fiscal policy, poor monetary policy, artificial credit 
expansion, suppressed interest rates and an absolutely insane 
amount of money printing during the COVID era has inflated away 
the purchasing power of our currency. That means it requires more 
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units of currency to buy stuff because 
it's worth less. Higher prices in other 
words, and the energy markets are 
also going to be affected by this. You 
can blame the government for that 
one too. 
 
"But the energy companies are making 
record profits!" I hear the echo 
chambers of social justice cry. Of 
course, there's always more context to 
these things, but they only get in the 
way of a good Facebook meme, don't 
they? But here we don't trouble 
ourselves with such things and would 
rather delve beyond the simplistic 
phrases and catchy slogans that so 
often have an absence of any context. 
 
For a start, there's a difference between profits and profit margins. A profit is simply defined in business 
when in a quarter you have made more than what you have spent. Even if a profit is recorded, this 
doesn't necessarily mean that a company is actually profitable enough to stay in business over the 
longer term. Simply showing a net profit doesn't mean you're earning enough return on expenses to 
survive. For a better indicator of that you need to calculate the profit margin. 
 
Now a profit margin is calculated into a percentage format, and it tells you the profitability of your 
company and its general financial viability to stay in business. It is very possible that you could have 
higher revenue and higher earnings than a smaller company, but the smaller company is more 
profitable because it gets a higher return on its spending. You can have high profits for example, but a 
very slim profit margin. So, these record profits the energy companies we keep hearing about do not 
necessarily translate into higher profit margins. 
 

In fact, after sustaining heavy financial losses because the 
economy was shut down for well over a year and supply 
costs and overheads became so volatile, I would venture 
a guess that they are operating at a much tighter profit 
margin than they were prior to the crisis. This means that 
they are incurring more costs per unit of revenue, thus 
having a narrower profit margin. They are making less 
relative to costs than what they were previously. Also, the 
energy companies have absorbed the customers of those 
firms put out of business by the government, which will 
obviously increase revenue and profits, making those 
simplistic figures of "record profits" look even more 
substantial on the surface. 
 
Those firms that have managed to stay in business have 
no incentive to cut prices, but on the contrary to go in the 
other direction. Government has seen many of their 
competitors go out of business, made it difficult to attract 
investment, hugely increased the cost of doing business, 
are imposing ever increasing taxes and levies, inflation is 
soaring, interest rates increasing, and turbulent economic 
times are imminent. 
 
The misplaced outrage at corporate greed, blaming it for 
soaring energy prices would be better directed towards 
where the fault truly lies: with government. 
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CLIMATE CRISIS AND ENERGY 
By James Goad (Facebook, Twitter, Gettr, Rumble) 

 
It would be a mistake to attribute the defective energy policies 
across the West in recent decades to mere incompetence. The 
common denominators indicate a guiding hand. The ‘sustainable’ 
policies being implemented across the West are the direct 
consequence of United Nations Agenda 2030, transmuted into 
national legislation in almost every developed nation. Borne out 
of a Rio summit in 1992, the drive for fake ‘renewables’ aided the 
transference of wealth from poor to rich whilst making the 
energy supply unreliable and expensive. One example of such 
idiocy is former communist apparatchik Angela Merkel taking 
Germany’s nuclear power stations offline after Fukushima. It’s 
almost like she was waiting for the excuse. 
 
We are reaping the ultimate reward for electing stooges who 
implement policy on the behalf of a class of oligarchs who are 
engineering chaos to swoop in and claim assets at pennies on the 
pound when it all goes to shit. At least the stooges are now being 
openly superseded by the new global governance to local 
control model, and the public-private partnerships pushed by the 
World Economic Forum . 
 
The solution to our forthcoming energy woes from the Westminster puppets? Use less energy. A real 
stroke of political genius, that. Nothing underlines the power and influence of the political class than 
the apparent impotence of such a statement. But it’s not a helpless, reactive response. It’s also 
someone obeying orders. It should wake up the most unconscious of us to see where the real power 
lies, and it’s not in Westminster. The changes we’re experiencing are baked-in-the-cake, as borne out 
in the WEF’s own propaganda, and in the work of those like Bill Cooper who identified early on what 
the globalists are up to. 
 
The Grand Goblin of the ‘climate change' movement Greta Thunberg has recently been exposed as a 
member of the Rothschild dynasty. This should come as only a minor surprise, given the propensity for 
the ruling class to be inter-related to varying degrees. Mark Devlin’s ‘Musical Truth’ explains how many 
of the leading popular musicians of the late 20th century and leading figures in the political class were 
and are inter-related, however distantly. There are some remarkable examples of the familial 
connections of high-profile figures. One can understand the approach. If there’s a message to be 
spread, it's safer in the hands of someone in the family. It might not have escaped attention either that 
WEF Bond villain Klaus Schwab (who only lacks a white cat) is also a Rothschild. It seems if you are 
anyone these days with a public profile as presented by the controlled media, you will in some way be 
a part of a dynastic family or its minion classes. 
 
The route to a real energy policy lies in overcoming huge obstacles: the toxic Deep State (however you 
define it), the brainwashed green death cult, the parasite class in Whitehall and Westminster, and the 
censorious Big Tech doom-peddlers. Answers on a postcard, please. 
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